**Small Group Discussion**

**A.) Personal Responsibilities.**

1. When should members intervene in predatory behavior?
2. How do we approach these people without causing harm?

**B.) Group Responsibilities.**

1. What should a trusted servant do when a member reports an incident?
2. How can a Home Group take an inventory of these issues on an annual or semi-annual basis?

**Large Group Discussion**

What does a safe place to recover mean to me?

**Small Group Discussion**

**A.) Personal Responsibilities.**

1. When should members intervene in predatory behavior?
2. How do we approach these people without causing harm?

**B.) Group Responsibilities.**

1. What should a trusted servant do when a member reports an incident?
2. How can a Home Group take an inventory of these issues on an annual or semi-annual basis?

**KEEPPING A SAFE HAVEN**

**ADDRESSING PREDATORY BEHAVIOR IN OUR FELLOWSHIP**

What can I do to make the Fellowship safer?

What is my responsibility to the newcomer?
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